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Commercial Bank of Texas Completes Conversion 

To CreditCore™ 

HURST, Texas – August 29, 2016 – On the heels of completing its inaugural Client 

Partner Conference and introducing release of version 1.2 of its industry-changing 

CreditCore™ solution, 3530 Technologies announced that Commercial Bank of Texas 

(“CBTX”) has celebrated its three-month anniversary of being in production with 

CreditCore™. 

 “We selected CreditCore™ as it featured many elements that we were looking for 

in a loan origination solution including an easy-to-use interface, configurable rules 

engine and the company’s dedication to continuous product enhancements” said Gabe 

Lindsay, manager of CBTX loan administration. 

When asked about the conversion experience and subsequent product support, 

Lindsay replied “We have converted underwriting systems in the past but making the 

switch to CreditCore™ was straightforward and uncomplicated.  Post-conversion, 3530’s 

support team provides excellent and timely responses that exceeded our expectations. 

Troy Anderson with 3530 Technologies added “It’s a true pleasure to work with a 

bank such as CBTX where the leadership desires to not be satisfied with the status quo 

and looks for that same philosophy with their vendor partners.”   
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About 3530 Technologies 

Founded on the principles and values of focusing on the client partner relationship as 

well as providing a best-in-class loan origination solution to lending institutions in the 

U.S., 3530 is the preeminent vendor partner of choice for institutions who are thirsty for 

positive change. 

About Commercial Bank of Texas 

Commercial Bank of Texas was founded in 1901 as a cornerstone of the Nacogdoches, 

Texas community.  The CBTx mission is to be intensely focused on customer satisfaction, 

personnel development, community service, and shareholder value. To be the premier 

community-focused financial services organization ... right products, right people, right 

reasons is the CBTx vision. CBTx is a nationally chartered community-oriented financial 

institution that offers a full range of banking, trust and insurance services to individuals, 

businesses and nonprofit organizations. CBTx currently has 15 branches in 10 Texas 

communities including Allen, Bedford, Diboll, Kennard, Lewisville, Lufkin, Nacogdoches, 

Roxton, Wells and Elkhart. 


